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I   Knk(x0, t)g(t) dt, split g into ]T 9i + #* + 2 #* > minorize the second integral and
Ja	i<k	i>k
majorize the two other ones (" method of the gliding hump ").)
(b)   Show that for the trigonometric system (Section 6.5) in 1= [—1, 1], the «th
Lebesgue function is a constant hn, and that lim hn = -h oo (observe that
sin mrt
for 2 ^ k ^ «). Conclude that, for any xq e I, there exists a continuous function g in I,
such that 0(-1) = 0(1) == 0, for which the partial sums  £ ( f* g(t)e~iknt dt\eik1tx/2
k=-n\J-i	I
of the " Fourier series " of g are unbounded for x~x0. (Cf. Section 13.17, Problem 2.)
3. Let g be a continuous complex valued function defined in I = [— 1,1 ] and such that
g(— i) = ^(i) = 0; g is extended to a continuous function of period 2 in R. Let K(s91)
be the restriction of g(s — t) to I x I; if g(—t) = #(*), the compact operator U defined
by the kernel function K(s, t) is self-adjoint. Show that the functions <pn(t) — enittt/V2
are eigenvectors of U, the corresponding eigenvalue being the " Fourier coefficient"
Using that result and Problem 2, give examples of a hermitian kernel function K
for which the series of general term Xn cpn(s)<pn(t) has unbounded partial sums for
certain values of s and /, and of a positive hermitian kernel function K for which there
oo
is a function/e G such that the series ]T (/1 <pn)(pn(t) has unbounded partial sums for
certain values of t.
4.	Let I — [—277,2?r], and define K(.y, /) in I x I to be equal to the absolutely convergent
oo     1
series J] — sin ns - sin nt for 0 < s ^ 27r, 0 < t < ztt, and to 0 for other values of (s, t)
in I x I. Give an example of a function/e G such that in the canonical decomposition
of/, /0 does not belong to G. (The eigenfunctions of K are the functions <pn such that
<pn(t) b; o for ~27T ^ t ^ 0, (jpn(t) = 7T~1/2 sin nt for 0 =^ / ^ 27r. Take for/a continuous
00
function in I equal to 2?r — t in [0, 2?r], and show that the series ]£ (/| (pn)<pn(t) con-
verges everywhere in I, but has a discontinuous sum.)
5.	With the general notations of Section 11.6, let K be a hermitian kernel defined in
I x I, and let U be the corresponding self-adjoint compact operator in G. Show that
for every h>0,Uh corresponds to the hermitian kernel KA, which is defined inductively
by Ki«- K, and
f,0«rKfc-ite«)K(tt,0^.
Prove that for h ^ 2, Kh(^, /) = ^ Aj <pn(s)<pn(t), the series being absolutely and
«»i
uniformly convergent in I x I. Show in addition that
=f '* r
Jo        Ja
and that the sequence (Ah+i/Ah) is increasing, and has a limit equal t^ |Ai |2, where At
is an eigenvalue of K of maximum absolute value (use Cauchy-Schwarz).

